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To the Governors of South Shropshire Academy Trust

The contacts at WR in
connection with this report are:

Andy Malpass
Partner
amalpass@wrllp.co.uk

Alex Riley
Assignment Manager
adr@wrllp.co.uk

Ellie Heard
In-charge
eheard@wrllp.co.uk

The purpose of this document is to communicate to you our findings from our interim audit, incorporating our
independent check of internal controls.
This report has been prepared solely for your use and should not be quoted or distributed in whole or in part without
our prior written consent. We acknowledge that the Trust may disclose this report to the Education & Skills Funding
Agency (“ESFA”).

Tel: 01743 273273

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Whittingham Riddell LLP does not assume any responsibility and will not accept
any liability in respect of this Report to any third party.
Whittingham Riddell LLP
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1. Purpose and scope
Purpose




Scope

In accordance with the ESFA’s Academies Financial Handbook 2018, the  Our responsibilities and duties as the External Auditor, including those in
Trust is required to have an independent process in place for the checking
respect of the performance of independent checks of internal controls are
of financial controls, systems, transactions and risks as part of its
set out in our engagement letter.
regulatory control framework. The Trust satisfies this requirement
through engaging Whittingham Riddell LLP to perform independent  Areas covered by our testing are as follows:
supplementary checks in its capacity as external auditor (in accordance
 Accounting and reporting
 Tendering activities
with section 2.9.6 of the Academies Financial Handbook 2018), which are

Income
 Lease transactions
performed as part of the interim audit visits, and report the findings to

Expenditure
 Transactions requiring
management and the Board. The performance of these checks,
 Payroll
special approval and
performed at regular intervals through the year, is also key to the

Banking
and
cash
connected parties
Accounting Officer’s role and responsibility in respect of formally
reporting on regularity and having a mechanism in place to enable the
Accounting Officer and the Trust’s Board to be able to identify, irregular
or improper use of funds or non-compliance with the conditions of
funding under the funding agreement.
 This report sets out our findings for each of these areas of independent
checking along with general comments for improvement. The work is an
The purpose of this report is to highlight the key issues affecting the
examination of processes and controls operated by the Trust and involves
financial monitoring and management of the Trust which have been
sampling transactions. It does not set out to ensure that all transactions
identified as part of our independent check of internal controls.
are correctly and accurately recorded.

The matters raised in this and other reports that will flow from the audit are only those which will have come to our attention arising from, or relevant to, our audit and independent checks of
internal controls which we believe need to be brought to your attention. They are not a comprehensive record of all the matters arising and in particular we cannot be held responsible for
reporting all risks in your organisation or all internal control weaknesses.
In particular, it is important to be aware that the work we have performed does not constitute an internal audit since the risks and procedures adopted have been formulated by us with your
input where appropriate. However, in line with the ESFA’s Academies Financial Handbook 2018, you may find that given the Trust’s size and complexity, these procedures respond appropriately
to your requirement to address the risks you have identified in respect of internal financial control, but you may wish to undertake additional procedures if appropriate.
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2. Consideration of regularity
During the course of the interim audit visit, regularity has been considered in the context of our work as detailed on pages 9-17. In accordance with the
Academy Accounts Direction this has given consideration to, the overall use of funds, including:
• delegated authorities;
• transactions with connected parties;
• governance;
• internal controls; and
• procurement.
The requirements of the funding agreement between the Trust and the Secretary of State for Education (and the Academies Financial Handbook 2018) have
been fulfilled. No instances of material irregularity or impropriety (Including fraud), or non-compliance within the terms of this agreement have either been
identified or notified to the governing body or the ESFA during the term.
No matters have been identified to indicate that the accounting officer of the Trust has not fulfilled their role in keeping proper accounts; for effective
internal controls; for prudent and economical administration; for the avoidance of waste and extravagance; for achieving value for money and for the
efficient and effective use of the resources within their charge. However, action should be taken to rectify the control deficiencies highlighted in the report.

Overall Compliance/Regularity Assessment
No matters have come to our attention during the course of our interim audit work which indicate a breach of regularity including fraud. This has
been further confirmed through discussions held with management.
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3. Overall compliance assessment
Financial Reporting Area

Detailed testing
page reference

Effectiveness of control environment

Accounting and reporting

9

Controls and processes largely operating effectively
with minor exceptions

Income

10

Controls and processes operating effectively

Expenditure

11

Controls and processes operating effectively

Payroll

12

Controls and processes operating effectively –
isolated immaterial posting error noted

Transactions requiring special approval

13

No such transactions during the term.

Tendering activities

14

No such transactions during the term.

Lease transactions

15

No such transactions during the term.

Banking and cash

16

Controls and processes operating effectively

Asset maintenance and capital

17

Controls and processes operating effectively
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4. Compliance assessment matters arising and recommendations
This section of our report sets out the details of non-compliance with systems and control procedures and incorporates specific recommendations for
improvements. Responses received from your management team, as to when and how these will be implemented, are included or reasons given for no action if
considered appropriate. Note – isolated and immaterial posting errors identified are summarised separately in section 6.
Financial
Reporting Area

Management Response
Observation

Implication

Recommendation
Debbie Lowther

Accounting and
Reporting (6.1)

The Spring Term EEA report was not
distributed and discussed amongst
trustees

Board member would be
unaware of any regulatory
issues in the Academy and
where changes need to be
made.

Ensure each report is followed up at
board meetings once received
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The findings from the Spring EEA
report have since been distributed to
the Trustees.
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5. Compliance assessment follow-up of Spring 2019 matters arising
This section of our report sets out the details of our follow-up of matter of non-compliance with systems and control procedures identified during our previous
interim visit.
Financial
Reporting Area

Accounting
and Reporting
(6.1)

Management Response
Observation

The Autumn Term EEA
report was not distributed
and discussed amongst
trustees

Implication
Board member would be
unaware of any regulatory
issues in the Academy and
where changes need to be
made.

Recommendation

Ensure each report is
followed up at board
meetings once received
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Debbie Lowther
The findings from the
Autumn EEA report have
since been distributed to the
Trustees.

EEA reports have now been
distributed to the Trustees.
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6. Other matters arising
This section of our report sets out the details of immaterial and isolated (one-off) posting errors and other matters for your consideration, noted during our
visit.

Other matters
Management Response
Observation
Debbie Lowther
1.

The Financial Procedures Manual states a credit limit for Stokesay Primary School that
does not match the credit card statements.

P Price can authorise up to £1,500 and C Thomas can authorise up to
£3,000. The credit card is no longer being used since the merger
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7. Detailed testing and results

7.1

Accounting and reporting

7.2

Income

7.3

Expenditure

7.4

Payroll

7.5 Transactions requiring special approval and connected parties
7.6 Tendering activities
7.7 Lease transactions
7.8 Banking and cash
7.9 Asset maintenance and capital
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7.1 Accounting and reporting
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 The budget to actual is reviewed by the board at least once a term with any variances
annotated by the Business Manager

Termly

N

 The Finance Committee receive regular financial updates at least once a term from the
Business Manager

Termly

N

Monthly

N

Termly

Y

 Control account reconciliations (including, debtor and creditor) are completed monthly and
appropriately authorised as reviewed

Monthly

N

 Regular VAT 126 forms are completed and submitted to HMRC. The 126 form reconciles to
the VAT debtor in the TB

Monthly

N

Termly

N

Ongoing

N

Termly

N

 Management accounts are produced once a month and a copy are distributed to the Chair of
Trustees on a monthly basis
 The findings from our interim audits (incorporating independent supplementary checks of
controls) are made available to Trustees on a timely basis

 Fraud is discussed as a standard agenda item at the appropriate committee meetings
 The Trust has appropriate controls in place around the key areas that are most susceptible to
fraud
 Board meetings take place at least three times a year

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

See page 5

Overall Compliance Assessment
Controls and processes largely operating effectively with minor exceptions
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7.2 Income
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Selected a sample of income receipts (other income and school fund) and tested to confirm that in each case:
•

The receipt can be traced to supporting documentation

12

N

•

The receipt is correctly recorded in the accounting system

12

N

•

All receipts can be traced back to the bank

12

N

 ESFA GAG funds are received directly and are recorded promptly in the accounting system

4

N

 ESFA GAG income received is inline with the Trust’s annual funding agreement

4

N

ESFA GAG income for each month in the Summer Term (4 months):

Overall Compliance Assessment
Controls and processes operating effectively
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7.3 Expenditure
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 The payment is correctly authorised

12

N

 The payment is correctly recorded in the accounting system

12

N

 The invoice is correctly authorised

12

N



12

N

 The order is correctly authorised as per the Trusts financial procedures manual guidelines

12

N

 The order has been placed with an appropriate supplier

12

N

 The spending has been for the purpose intended and display appropriate spending of Trust
monies

12

N

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Selected a sample of payments made from BACS, manual cheques and credit card payments
and tested to confirm that in each case:

The invoice agrees to the authorised purchase order

Overall Compliance Assessment
Controls and processes operating effectively
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7.4 Payroll
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 Salary details of the selected employees per the monthly payroll have been checked back to
personnel records (contracts/authorised salary amendment) to confirm that amounts being
paid are correct

12

N

 Amendments made to monthly payroll reports (staff expenses, overtime claims etc.) have
been checked to supporting documentation to confirm that they were appropriately
authorised

10

N

 Staff expenditure claims have been made in accordance with the Trust’s financial procedures
manual

5

N

 Staff expenditure claims have been reviewed for appropriate spending and use of Trust
monies

5

N

 A sample of leavers and joiners to the payroll in the period have been checked to confirm that
they were appropriately authorised

4

N

N/A

N

4

N

 A sample of new starters during the period had all completed appropriate DBS checks
 Each monthly payroll report has been checked to confirm that it had been independently
reviewed and authorised by an appropriate person prior to payment being made

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Overall Compliance Assessment
Controls and processes operating effectively
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7.5 Transactions requiring special approval &
connected parties
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 Any novel, contentious and / or repercussive transactions have been referred to the ESFA for
approval

N/A

N

 ESFA approval has been obtained for transactions specified in the Academies Financial
Handbook

N/A

N

 Declarations of interest are made at the start of relevant meetings

100%

N

 A register of interest is maintained by the Trust for all members, trustees, local governors and
senior employees

100%

N

 Any transactions with related parties have been reported to the ESFA in advance of the
transaction taking place

N/A

N

 Any relevant business and pecuniary interest of Trust members, trustees, local governors and
accounting officers are published on the Trust’s website

N/A

N

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Overall Compliance Assessment
No such transactions in the term
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7.6 Tendering activities
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 Where services go out to tender the correct tendering procedures are adopted as per the
Trust’s financial procedures manual / tendering policy

N/A

N

 The tendering process is discussed at the relevant committee meetings and is noted in the
Board minutes

N/A

N

 A signed agreement/contract of the chosen tender is retained by the Trust

N/A

N

 Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) procurement thresholds have been observed

N/A

N

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Overall Compliance Assessment
No such transactions in the term
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7.7 Lease transactions
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

Documentation for any new leases taken out in the period have been reviewed to ensure:

N/A

N

 Operating lease status rather than finance lease

N/A

N

 Correct authorisation has been made

N/A

N

 Consideration has been made by the appropriate Committee

N/A

N

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Overall Compliance Assessment
No such transactions in the term
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7.8 Banking and cash
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 All bank accounts held are reconciled to the bank statements monthly and appropriately
authorised

4

N

 Any unreconciled bank transactions are less than 1 month old

4

N

 Petty cash sheets are reconciled to the actual cash balance monthly and appropriately
authorised

N/A

N

 Physical cash levels held are considered appropriate in light of operations

N/A

N

 Expenditure made on credit cards is appropriate expenditure in line with the Academies
Financial Handbook

100%

N

 Expenditure made with petty cash is appropriate expenditure in line with the Academies
Financial Handbook

N/A

N

4

N

N/A

Y

100%

N

 Credit card statements are reviewed and authorised by management monthly

 Credit card limits match those approved in the financial procedures manual
 Expenditure made on credit cards is appropriate expenditure in line with the Academies
Financial Handbook

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

See page 7

Overall Compliance Assessment
Controls and processes operating effectively
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7.9 Asset maintenance and capital
Test details

Sample
Size

Exceptions
noted
Y/N

 Assets held in the fixed asset register have been physically inspected for existence and
impairment

0

N

 Additions have a supporting invoice on file to confirm purchase and cost and that they are
correctly recorded

0

N

100%

N

 Disposals made had obtained the appropriate authority as per the Academies Financial
Handbook

0

N

 Monies received from capital grants are spent in line with the capital grant agreement

N/A

N

N/A

N

Exceptions/
Recommendations
page reference

Fixed Assets

 The insurance cover for the fixed assets cover is of adequate value

Capital Contracts
 Progress of any significant capital contracts reviewed to ensure payments made are
appropriate and progress is satisfactory

Overall Compliance Assessment
Controls and processes operating effectively
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